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The exhibition Edward Kienholz: Five Car Stud 
1969–1972, Revisited was on view September 4, 
2011–January 15, 2012, at the Los Angeles County 
Museum of  Art.

Five Car Stud by Edward Kienholz (1927–1994) was first exhibited in 1972 inside an 
inflated dome at Documenta 5, in Kassel, Germany. After its debut, a Japanese col-
lector acquired the work and moved it to a storage facility in Sakura, Japan, where 
it slowly fell into disrepair. With Pacific Standard Time fast approaching, the piece was 
transported to the Kienholz studio in Hope, Idaho, where Nancy Reddin Kienholz 
and her team agreed to take on the restoration process. The fully restored installa-

tion is remarkable not only because it allows us to see a 
work that was nearly lost but because it points to just how 
much the discussion of race has changed in forty years. Five 
Car Stud is about the symbolic power of lynching to stand in 
for racism, miscegenation, and white justice in the context of 
1960s and 1970s cultural politics—but it is more than that. 
Decades of scholarship, not just on race and the politics of 
representation, but specifically on the history of lynching, 
have provided an expanded critical framework for engaging 
with such images of racial violence and complicate a contem-

porary reading of the work. For example, if Five Car Stud was intended to address 
racial inequality, then why invoke the deeply problematic image of the hypersexu-
alized black man? On a formal level, if the installation was simply meant to func-
tion as a morality tale, then why not represent all of the figures with the same 
degree of naturalism? It is only by acknowledging such contradictory visual meta-
phors that we can begin to imagine not only why the piece couldn’t be shown in 
this country in its own day, but why it can and should be shown today. 

Five Car Stud depicts the struggle after six white masked men have discovered 
an interracial couple alone on a dirt road in the dark of night. The black man has 
been pulled from the pickup and is being pinned to the ground by two of the 
white men. Two others have rifles, and still another, wearing a creepy clown 
mask, has tied a long rope around one of the black man’s legs and is pulling it 
with all his might. A sixth man grabs the figure’s black penis and prepares to cas-
trate him. Clear and dark amber liquids drip down the clothes of the white men, 
over their masks, and down their arms in a manner that is both disturbing and 
typical of Kienholz’s work. The white woman sits inside the pickup and covers 
her mouth in a gesture that suggests vomiting. A wide-eyed young white boy 
stares onto the scene from inside one of the four cars that circle the figures—per-
haps learning the hateful message. Delta blues play on the radio, and the music 
adds a rural feeling to the darkness. A few man-made boulders rest at one end of 
the installation, and between the cars stand what appear to be two life-size syca-
more trees and a small oak. The branches of two larger trees reach up to a black 
sky, which instead of stars and constellations is peppered with motion detectors 
and fire alarms. The large trees were added to mask two support columns in the 
LACMA space and will not travel with the installation. The small tree was included 
in the original installation, but with or without the trees, the presence of the rope 
makes it clear that this is not only a castration but a lynching. 

The history of lynching in the United States is filled with many accounts in 
which a black male was falsely accused of sexual assault against a white woman. 
This recurrent trope played into miscegenationist fears of racial mixing and was 
used to justify the lynching of African American men. It is important to note that 
Kienholz’s figures are not depicted in classic sculptural poses but appear as if they 

Edward Kienholz, Five Car Stud, 1969–72, 
installation views, Los Angeles County Museum of  
Art, 2011. Collection of  Kawamura Memorial 
Museum of  Art, Sakura, Japan (artwork © 
Kienholz; photographs by Ken Gonzales-Day)

Ken Gonzales-Day

From Postcards to  
Plaster Casts:  

The Image of Lynching in 
Kienholz’s Five Car Stud 
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5. Leigh Raiford, “Representing Racial Violence: A 
Short History,” lecture, LACMA, September 8, 
2011.

1. See, for example, Dora Apel and Shawn 
Michelle Smith, Lynching Photographs (Berkeley: 
University of  California Press, 2008); Jacqueline 
Goldsby, A Spectacular Secret: Lynching in American 
Life and Literature (Chicago: University of  Chicago 
Press, 2006); Philip Dray, At the Hands of  Persons 
Unknown (New York: Random House, 2002); 
James Allen, Hilton Als, John Lewis, and Leon F. 
Litwak, Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in 
America (Santa Fe: Twin Palms, 2000) 
2. For more on the impact of  flash photography 
on lynching photographs, see Ken Gonzales-Day, 
Lynching in the West: 1850–1935 (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2006).
3. Kienholz, interviewed in excerpts from two 
films, both on view in the foyer of  the LACMA 
exhibition: Speculation: The World of  Ed Kienholz, 
1971, 60 min., prod. KCET, dir. Allan L Muir, inter-
view by Keith Berwick; and The Story of  an Artist, 
1967–72, 22 min., dir. William Kronick, dist. 
Warner Bros. Entertainment.
4. Kienholz quoted in Leigh Raiford, “Edward 
Kienholz: Five Car Stud 1969/2011,” in Edward 
Kienholz: Five Car Stud 1969–1972, Revisited, exhibi-
tion brochure (LACMA, 2011).

ures were cast from life. One is of a reporter who interviewed him; the figure of 
the young boy is a composite cast from two boys, one the artist’s own son. The 
models had to stand motionless as they waited for the plaster gauze to harden. As 
a result the casts have an indexical relationship to their bodies and remind us that 
these hollow forms were once filled with flesh and blood—all but one, that is.

The figure of the black man is different from all the others. Certainly, it has 
two arms and legs, but its head is translucent (with a second head inside it). The 
symbolism of the double head seems to point to W. E. B. Du Bois’s notion of dou-
ble consciousness. The outer face grimaces with an open mouth. Its eyes bulge, 
and its tongue sticks out, more like a grotesque caricature than a real person. The 
inner head is not visible in the dim light. The figure’s chest is constructed from a 
shallow tub that is filled with liquid and floating wooden letters. The word n-i-g-
g-e-r,is one possible arrangement of the letters. This is not a sculpture of a person 
as much as a set of racial signifiers. It is not realistic like the other figures in the 
tableau but was clearly intended to invoke “blackness” on a symbolic level. It is a 
disturbing depiction, not only because the man is about to be castrated, but 
because Kienholz’s representation of blackness can also be read as reductive and 
dehumanizing. Such potential readings might explain why the curators added 
entry foyer material to provide visitors with a clear historical context for the piece. 

Walking toward the installation from the foyer, a security guard approaches 
visitors and points a flashlight toward the place where dirt or sand has spilled out 
of the installation and onto the carpet—a potential safety hazard. In a recent 
museum talk, the scholar Leigh Raiford noted that the dirt sticks to the viewer’s 
shoes long after they have left the exhibition in much the same way a lynching 
image remains seared into the mind’s eye long after the photograph is gone.5 
Stepping into the space, some viewers squint and wait for their eyes to adjust to 
the darkness. The air smells different, and the acoustics are strange. Sound is muf-
fled. Then, perhaps as their shoes sink into the sandy earth, it hits them. They 
have become the unwitting participants in a scene of racial violence over which 
they have no control and which they cannot change. They are like ghosts, invisible 
to the sculpture’s motionless participants who, like the event itself, remain frozen 

were caught in mid-action. It is as if time had suddenly stopped or was frozen in 
a camera’s shuttered lens. With Five Car Stud, Kienholz created a three-dimensional 
representation of a lynching photograph, decades before scholars began to engage 
in a rigorous analysis of the lynching postcard.

Images of lynching were bought and sold across the nation and have been the 
subject of much recent scholarship.1 Even the lighting of Kienholz’s piece suggests 
a lynching photograph. Before the advent of the photographer’s flash, lynching 
images taken at night were lit with everything from flares to headlights.2 Five Car 
Stud is lit only by the headlights of the vehicles that surround the figures, and like 
so many Happenings and installations of the 1960s, the work seems to anticipate 
the arrival of a photographer or viewer as a witness to complete the piece. 

Five Car Stud was created after the history of lynching in the United States had 
come to an end. From his statements and other forms of documentation that visi-
tors can see in the exhibition’s newly added entry foyer, Kienholz positioned the 
piece as a response to what he saw as the political and economic “castration” of 
black men in the United States.3 Coming after the civil rights movement, Five Car 
Stud was intended to raise international awareness of the inequality between 
blacks and whites in the United States, as is made clear by Kienholz’s 1972 state-
ment, “If six to one is unfair odds in my tableau, then 170 million to 20 million is 
sure as hell unfair odds in my country.”4 

As in so much of his work, Kienholz was also deeply interested in his mate-
rials, whether found, created, or assembled, and so it is significant that these fig-
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6. Raiford, “Edward Kienholz: Five Car Stud 
1969/2011.”
7. Gonzales-Day, 206.

in an instant of time. Afterwards, the visitor’s footprints are the only clues left to 
indicate who has been there. 

Race is relational in Five Car Stud. The central figure’s blackness is legible as 
black only when considered in relationship to the images of white racial violence 
that surround it. The image of an African American being castrated is potentially 
traumatic in and of itself, and in the exhibition brochure Raiford notes that part 
of the terrorism of lynching lay in how representations of lynching were used to 
intimidate African Americans and ultimately limit their participation socially, 
politically, and legally, under Jim Crow laws in the South and beyond.6 With Five 
Car Stud Kienholz has attempted to transform this terrorizing image into some-
thing new. Unlike the two-dimensional surface of a lynching postcard, this scene 
exists in real space. Viewer can walk through and ponder the violent inequality 
displayed before them. They can consider their presence, or the presence of oth-
ers, but as their footprints attest, they cannot erase their participation once they 
leave the scene. Perhaps this suggests that for Kienholz, each footprint literally 
stands for our collective culpability, in what would later come to be called the 
possessive investment in whiteness. Ironically, at least for those seeing Five Car Stud 
in Los Angeles, even as the piece sought to remind viewers of one of America’s 
darkest histories, it also served to mask the fact that in Los Angeles County alone, 
over two dozen Latino and Chinese men were lynched, and that in California, at 
least two hundred Latinos, Native Americans, and Chinese died at the hands of 
lynch mobs and vigilantes.7 

Beyond seeing Five Car Stud as a critique of racism in America, the piece’s 
symbolic reduction of the black male body to a penis, a tub of floating letters, 
and a clear plastic head seems to invite further interpretation (the exhibition cat-
alogue was not yet available at the time of this writing). Nevertheless, Five Car Stud 
remains a powerful piece in which Kienholz clearly wishes to draw parallels 
between the history of lynching and the economic inequalities faced by African 
Americans in the 1970s. Exhibiting Five Car Stud today accomplishes many things; 
one of the most valuable may be that it points to our increased understanding of 
racial formation over the past forty years and suggests that much could be gained 
by situating this depiction of race, not just in its specific historical context, but 
within a longer view. This perspective might consider not only how artists have 
used racial depictions but how those depictions have marked our changing 
understanding of race, from the life-size “Chinese musicians” commissioned by 
Frederick the Great as Orientalist follies in the eighteenth century, to Malvina 
Hoffman’s scientifically troubled Races of Mankind sculpture commission in the 
1930s, to Kara Walker’s controversial use of racial stereotypes in her cut-paper 
silhouettes in the 1990s. Perhaps then we could finally see race for what it is, a 
mark left in the sand, a series of overlapping footprints in a very dark room.

Ken Gonzales-Day’s work has been widely exhibited and was included in LACMA’s Phantom Sightings: Art 
after the Chicano Movement, Spy Numbers at the Palais de Tokyo in Paris, and most recently at Fred Torres 
Collaborations in New York. His work is in the collections of  the Smithsonian Institution American Art 
Museum, LACMA, the Santa Barbara Museum of  Art, and the Getty Research Institute, among others. 
Monographs include Lynching in the West: 1850–1935 (Duke, 2006) and his 2011 LACMA PAC Prize–winning 
artist’s book Profiled. He is chair of  the art department at Scripps College.




